
FIELDS OF VALUES OF A MATRIX

WALLACE GIVENS

A complex number p is said to belong to the field of values F¡(A)

of a square matrix A with real or complex elements if

... (x,Ax)i
(1) Pi = —-—

(x, x)i

for some vector x, where (x, x)i = XiXi+ ■ ■ ■ +xnxn- It is known

that Fi(A) is a closed bounded convex region containing the char-

acteristic values Xi, • • • , X„ of A and with these points as foci of the

algebraic curve bounding F¡(A). A summary of results and a bibliog-

raphy has recently been given by Parker [l]1 who observes that

several authors have given bounds for the roots which are actually

bounds for Fi(A).

Since Fi(A) is invariant when A is replaced by B = UA U~l for U

unitary but may be altered if B = TA T~l for arbitrary nonsingular T,

information about Fi(A) cannot be expected to give precise informa-

tion on the Xi. Evidently the difficulty is that Fi(A) depends not only

on the linear mapping described by A but also involves a choice of

metric which is unrelated to the linear mapping. If, however, we

define for each positive definite hermitian matrix H, a field of values

Fb(A) consisting of all complex numbers

x*HAx       (x, Ax)h

x*Hx (x, x)h

obtainable from a column vector x and its conjugate transposed (row)

vector x*, we have a class of regions in the Argand plane depending

only on A. The main purpose of this note is to show that the inter-

section of all the FH(A) is the minimum convex polygon P(^4) con-

taining all the roots of A. This opens the possibility that by a

judicious choice of H, one may use known results on fields of values

to obtain reasonably precise information on at least those X¿ at the

vertices or on the edges of P(A).

1. Setting

H=T*T,
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for T nonsingular, as we can do if and only if H is positive definite

hermitian,

(y. By)i
(3) PH

(y, y)i

where y=Px and B = TAT~1. Hence,  FH(A)QFi(B)  and,  taking

x = T~ly to get the reverse inclusion, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 1. For any positive definite hermitian matrix H, FhÍA)

= Fi(B) for a B similar to A. Conversely, if B = TAT~1, Fi(B)

= FH(A) for H =T*T.

The field of values of a fixed matrix relative to the various metrics

are therefore the same as the fields of values of all matrices similar to

the fixed one when they are taken with respect to a single metric.

Explicitly, if A and B are any two similar matrices and H and K are

any two positive definite hermitian matrices, there exists a matrix

C similar to A and B and a positive definite hermitian matrix L such

that

(4) FK(B) = FniC) = FL(A).

2. Every FH(A) contains all the roots X< of A so that FH(A)^P(A)

for every H. Toeplitz [2], in his paper initiating the subject, ob-

served that when A is normal (so that it is unitarily similar to a

diagonal matrix), Fi(A) =P(A). It is natural to say that A is normal

with respect to H = T*T if TAT-1 is normal in the usual sense. This

definition is independent of the factorization of H since if iP= V*V,

it follows that VA F"1 = UiTAT-1)!/'1 for U= VT'1 unitary and so

VA F-1 is normal if TAT~~l is. Indeed, A is normal with respect to

II ii (HA)(AH-1)* = (HA)*(AH-1). For A to be normal with respect

to some H, it is necessary and sufficient that all its elementary

divisors be simple and then FH(A) =P(A). This sufficient condition

for Fn(A) =P(A) is not necessary, the precise result being given in

Theorem 2 below.

We now prove the following lemma.

Lemma 2. If A has a nonsimple elementary divisor with root X, then

X is an interior point of F¡¡(A) for every H.

Proof. Since the property of having a nonsimple elementary di-

visor is invariant under similarity and Fh(A) = Fi(TAT~1) for

H= T*T, it is sufficient to show that Fi(A) has X as an interior point

under the stated hypothesis on A. Remembering the Jordan normal

form for A, there exist linearly independent vectors ei and e2 such
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that .4ei=Xei and ^4e2=Xe2+ei. Choosing unit vectors fi=aei and/i

orthogonal to/i and in the plane of ei and e2, we have Afi=\fi and

Af2 = \fi+pfi. The requirement that/2 be orthogonal to/i prevents

us from taking p = l, but p^O and multiplying /x by a number of

absolute value one permits requiring p real and positive. Then for

x = xifi+x2f2, Ax=\x+px2fiand (1) gives

paix* deiS
(5) p/ = x + T——— = X+/t—-->

a;ia;i + X2X2 1 + d2

where x2xi1=dea, or pi=\ if #i = 0. Hence these values of pi (cer-

tainly contained in Fi(A)) are the points on the interior and boundary

of a circle with center X and nonzero radius p/2. (In case A is two by

two with distinct roots, Toeplitz (loc. cit.) observed that Fi(A) is an

ellipse with the roots as foci.)

The field of values of a direct sum of matrices clearly must contain

the fields of values of the components. When the spaces in which the

components operate are orthogonal with respect to the given metric,

we can state a stronger result.

Lemma 3. Let A =Ai®A2® ■ ■ ■ ®AkandH = Hi®H2® ■ • ■ ®Hk,

where Ha and A a are of the same order (a = l, ■ ■ ■ , k). Then Fh(A) is

the minimum convex set containing all the Fa(Aa).

Proof. Writing x = Xi+x2+ ■ • • +xk, where xa has nonzero com-

ponents only in the rows associated with Aa and Ha,

.    „ H (Xa, AaXa)a X) PaM«
, (x, Ax)H
(6) p =

(X,  X)H X (Xß,  Xß)ß
ß

ma

where

(7) p- -

is in Fa(Aa),

(8) ma =

\X0f   %a)a

\X(xi   Xa)a

S (Xß, Xß)ß

the summation is always taken only over those terms involving xa

¿¿O and Fa and ( )„ refer to the subspace with metric Ha. That is,

p is the center of mass of a system of non-negative masses ma at the

points pa. Hence, every point of Fh(A) is in every convex region
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containing all Fa(Aa) and the lemma follows.

3. We can now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The intersection of the regions Fh(A) for all positive

definite II is the minimum convex polygon, P(A), containing all the

roots of A.

Proof. We first suppose that A has only a single root, say X,

and hence is of the form A —\lm + N, where N is nilpotent. Since

(x,Ax)h (x,Nx)h
(9) -= A H-)

ix, x)h ix, x)h

it will suffice to show that for a suitable choice of H, FhÍN) is con-

tained in a circle of arbitrarily small radius e about the origin. Since

ON is similar to N for any nonzero 5, there exists a T such that TNT"1

= ON, where we choose 5 so that

5- [Maximum of | r |  for all r G Fi(N)] < e.

Then, by Lemma 1, \o\ <e for every cEFb(N), where H=T*T.

Writing an arbitrary matrix A as a direct sum of matrices each of

which has only a single root, and using Lemma 3, Fh(A) is the mini-

mum convex region containing regions about the X, which can be

made (independently) arbitrarily small. Hence we have Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that F h (A) =P(A)

for some positive definite hermitian matrix H is that the elementary di-

visors corresponding to roots lying on the boundary of P(A) shall all be
simple.

Lemma 2 shows the condition to be necessary. To prove sufficiency

we can replace A by a similar matrix of the form A = Ai®A2, where

.<4i is diagonal with roots on the boundary of P(^4) and A2 has all its

roots in the interior of PiA). Taking H = Hi@H2, Fi(Ai) is P(A) for

Hi a unit matrix and, by the argument of Theorem 1, H2 can be

chosen so that F2(^42) is interior to P(^4).
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